student code of conduct as applied to construction activities

The professionals who build the halls in which we live
and the jobs they perform are worthy of our respect.

Appropriate measures to express any concern you may have regarding the construction include, but are not limited to, working with the Hall Association or Resident Director to alleviate your concern.

If you choose to engage in inappropriate activity in or around the construction areas, you may be subject to the Residential or the Campus conduct process.

Please keep in mind the following policies as they apply to the construction process:

- physical, verbal and sexual harassment of construction employees (residential policies 10-14) is prohibited, harassment may include, but is not limited to yelling, whistling, nudity, or lewd activity in front of or near windows viewable by construction employees or otherwise inappropriately interacting with construction employees.
- displays of images or messages which may foster a hostile environment (displays including, but not limited to images placed on windows, on t-shirts/other clothing, or on signs) (residential policies 10-14)
- entering prohibited areas including all areas marked off by construction tape or posted with warning signs and climbing on equipment, structures, or fences (residential policy 32)
- throwing, dropping, or projecting objects near, toward or at the construction site (residential policy 16)
- theft, vandalism, or any kind of possession or use of any materials or other property related to construction activities or employees (residential policies 6 and 19)
- obstructing or interfering with construction activities by personally impeding construction activities or leaving personal belongings (e.g.: book bags, bicycles) in the way of construction activities (residential policy 14)

All parties share the responsibility of a safe and respectful living and working environment. You are encouraged to read the expectations which the construction professionals are expected to follow.
code of conduct – for students

*The professionals who build the halls in which we live and the jobs they perform are worthy of our respect.*

If one is frustrated about a situation, it is healthy to express that frustration appropriately. Appropriate measures include, but are not limited to, working with the Hall Association or talking with university staff.

If one chooses to engage in inappropriate behavior, one is subject to the university disciplinary system. Inappropriate behaviors include, but are not limited to the below.

- yelling, whistling, or otherwise inappropriately interacting with construction employees including more severe forms including harassment and sexual harassment (residential policies 10-14)
- displays of images or message which may foster a hostile environment (displays including, but not limited to being on windows, on t-shirts/other clothing, or on signs) (residential policies 10-14)
- entering prohibited areas including climbing on equipment, structures, or fences (residential policy: 32)
- throwing, dropping, or projecting objects near, toward or at the construction site (residential policy: 16)
- theft, vandalism, or any kind of possession or use of any materials or other property related to construction activities or employees (residential policies 6 and 19)
- leaving personal belongings (e.g.: books, bicycles) in the way of construction activities (residential policy 14).